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The reuniens nucleus (RE) is situated at the most ventral position of the midline thalamus. In rats and mice RE is distin-
guished by bidirectional connections with the hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and a role in memory and
cognition. In primates, many foundational questions pertaining to RE remain unresolved. We addressed these issues by inves-
tigating the composition of the rhesus monkey RE in both sexes by labeling for GABA, a marker of inhibitory neurons, and
for the calcium-binding proteins parvalbumin (PV), calbindin (CB), and calretinin (CR), which label thalamic excitatory neu-
rons that project to cortex. As in rats and mice, the macaque RE was mostly populated by CB and CR neurons, characteristic
of matrix-dominant nuclei, and had bidirectional connections with hippocampus and mPFC area 25 (A25). Unlike rodents,
we found GABAergic neurons in the monkey RE and a sparser but consistent population of core-associated thalamocortical
PV neurons. RE had stronger connections with the basal amygdalar complex than in rats or mice. Amygdalar terminations
were enriched with mitochondria and frequently formed successive synapses with the same postsynaptic structures, suggesting
an active and robust pathway to RE. Significantly, hippocampal pathways formed multisynaptic complexes that uniquely
involved excitatory projection neurons and dendrites of local inhibitory neurons in RE, extending this synaptic principle
beyond sensory to high-order thalamic nuclei. Convergent pathways from hippocampus, A25, and amygdala in RE position it
to flexibly coordinate activity for memory, cognition, and emotional context, which are disrupted in several psychiatric and
neurologic diseases in humans.
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Significance Statement

The primate RE is a central node for memory and cognition through connections with the hippocampus and mPFC. As in
rats or mice, the primate RE is a matrix-dominant thalamic nucleus, suggesting signal traffic to the upper cortical layers.
Unlike rats or mice, the primate RE contains inhibitory neurons, synaptic specializations with the hippocampal pathway, and
robust connections with the amygdala, suggesting unique adaptations. Convergence of hippocampal, mPFC, and amygdalar
pathways in RE may help unravel a circuit basis for binding diverse signals for conscious flexible behaviors and the synthesis
of memory with affective significance in primates, whereas disruption of distinct circuit nodes may occur in psychiatric disor-
ders in humans.
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Introduction
Situated directly above the third ventricle, the reuniens nucleus
(RE) is the most ventral of the midline thalamic nuclei in rats,
mice, and primates. Through strong bidirectional connections
with the hippocampus and mPFC, studies in rats have revealed a
pivotal role of RE in cognitive functions including spatial work-
ing memory, memory consolidation, and strategy shifting
(Cholvin et al., 2013; Prasad et al., 2013; Saalmann, 2014;
Ramanathan et al., 2018a; Hauer et al., 2019; Troyner and
Bertoglio, 2021). Because the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)
does not project directly to hippocampus, connections through
RE provide a conduit for mPFC signals to enter the hippocam-
pus (Cassel et al., 2013), a communication that is necessary for
cognitive processes. The bulk of evidence on RE in rodents has
been devoted to links with the hippocampus and mPFC
(Dolleman-van der Weel et al., 2019).

Connections between RE and the hippocampus or the ante-
rior cingulate cortex of mPFC have been described in monkeys
as well (Amaral and Cowan, 1980; DeVito, 1980; Aggleton et al.,
1986; Vogt et al., 1987; Barbas et al., 1991; Dermon and Barbas,
1994; Bachevalier et al., 1997; Chiba et al., 2001; Hsu and Price,
2007; Roberts et al., 2007). However, it is unclear to what extent
the amygdala, which conveys signals pertaining to affective sig-
nificance, is linked with RE in primates. This question arises
because the primate amygdala is densely interconnected with the
hippocampus and with mPFC (Ghashghaei et al., 2007; Wang
and Barbas, 2018), consistent with the idea that cognitive and
emotional processes are inextricably linked in primates (Barbas,
1995, 2000b; John et al., 2013).

In rodents, RE is characterized by its composition of projec-
tion neurons labeled with the calcium-binding proteins calbindin
(CB) and calretinin (CR), but it lacks parvalbumin (PV) neurons
(Arai et al., 1994; Bokor et al., 2002; Viena et al., 2021a).
Thalamic CB and CR neurons give rise to the excitatory matrix
thalamocortical system, which mostly innervates layers I–IIIa in
wide axonal arbors and is thought to have a modulatory feed-
back-like role (Piantoni et al., 2016). The rat and mouse RE lacks
the PV core thalamocortical system, which innervates the middle
layers IIIb–V of cortex (Jones, 1998a,b; Vertes et al., 2015;
Piantoni et al., 2016).

Extensive and elegant work in rats or mice has thus shed light
on key anatomic and functional aspects of RE, placing it at the
center of communication with structures associated with diverse
aspects of memory and cognition. However, foundational ques-
tions about the composition and connections of the RE in prima-
tes remain unresolved. To what degree are chemoarchitectonic
principles in the rat, including its composition and lack of inhibi-
tory neurons, conserved in the macaque? Are the hippocampus,
mPFC, A25, and the amygdala involved to the same extent in the
macaque RE network?

Here, we studied the chemoarchitecture of the rhesus monkey
RE, and its connections with the hippocampus, subgenual A25 of
the mPFC, and the amygdala, including the largely unexplored
synaptic interactions of these pathways. We found that several
features of RE seen in rats and mice are conserved in the maca-
que. However, several chemoarchitectonic and connectional pat-
terns emerged that reflect specializations in the rhesus monkey
RE, including the presence of inhibitory neurons, some PV
neurons, and strong connections with the amygdala. Moreover,
hippocampal terminations entered into a privileged form of syn-
aptic communication with excitatory projection neurons and

local inhibitory neurons in macaque RE, as described for sensory
relay nuclei (Famiglietti and Peters, 1972). This evidence suggests
common patterns in thalamic processing across relay and high-
order association nuclei associated with distinct pathways. These
specializations may enable the synthesis of cognitive, mnemonic,
and emotional processes that underlie behavioral flexibility in
primates in processes that can be disrupted in several psychiatric
diseases in humans (Dolleman-van der Weel and Witter, 2020).

Materials and Methods
Experimental design. Figure 1 provides an overview of our experi-

mental design. First, to study the chemoarchitecture of RE, we used
immunohistochemistry to label PV, CB, CR, and GABA in a series of
sections through RE (Fig. 1A). We examined the distribution of immu-
nolabeled neurons using exhaustive plotting. We then used immunohis-
tochemistry for confocal and electron microscopy (EM) to study these
chemoarchitectonic markers at high resolution.

Next, to study the connections between RE and A25, amygdala, or
hippocampus (Fig. 1B), we injected bidirectional neural tracers into A25,
amygdala, or hippocampus (Fig. 1C) and visualized them in RE using
immunohistochemistry. This enabled us to map the distribution of an-
terogradely labeled axons and retrogradely labeled neurons in RE (Fig.
1D), representing incoming connections from the injection sites and the
outgoing connections back to the injection sites, respectively. We then
used stereologic sampling to quantify the density of tracer-labeled axonal
terminations in the same series of sections. For each pathway, we per-
formed an ultrastructural analysis from tissue immunohistochemically
labeled for EM, offering a system-to-synapse approach to study these
pathways at different scales (Fig. 1E–H).

Surgery, tracer injection, and perfusion. Table 1 lists the cases and
analyses performed. Experiments were conducted on 12 rhesus monkeys
(Macaca mulatta, 2–5.5 years old, n = 8 females) according to protocols
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at
Boston University School of Medicine, Harvard Medical School, New
England Primate Research Center, in compliance with the National
Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.
Procedures were designed to minimize animal suffering. In each case,
injections of multiple distinct tracers were placed to address questions in
this and other unrelated studies, thus minimizing the number of animals
needed for research.

For tracer injections, we conducted magnetic resonance imaging on
each animal (after sedation by ketamine hydrochloride, 10–15mg/kg,
i.m.; anesthesia by propofol, loading dose 2.5–5mg/kg, IV; continuous
infusion rate 0.25–0.4mg/kg/min) and placement in a stereotaxic appa-
ratus (model #1430, David Kopf Instruments). MRI scans were regis-
tered to the stereotaxic space and used to calculate stereotaxic
coordinates for injection of neural tracers.

About a week later, animals were sedated (as above) and then placed
under general anesthesia (isoflurane, to a surgical level). We performed
surgery under sterile conditions with continuous monitoring of respira-
tory rate, oxygen saturation, heart rate, and temperature. The head of
each animal was placed in the stereotax to match its original MRI place-
ment. A microdrive attachment was used to mount syringes for precise
localization of planned injection coordinates. After exposing a small area
of cortex above designated injection sites, Hamilton microsyringes (5 or
10ml) were loaded with tracer (Invitrogen; Table 1), mounted, and
guided toward the final injection site coordinates. We used molecular
weight variants to aid in bidirectional tracing. The 3 kDA dextran amine
variant is optimal for labeling of neuronal cell bodies and proximal den-
drites, whereas the 10 kDA dextran amine variant is optimal for labeling
axonal terminations. To avoid tracer leakage during insertion, we loaded
syringes with a small bubble of air after aspiration of the tracer. Syringes
were left at the site of injection for 5–10min to allow for local diffusion
of the tracer and prevent backward suction of the tracer during syringe
retraction. Animals were monitored postoperatively and given antibiot-
ics and analgesics as needed.
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Figure 1. Experimental design. A, Schematic depicts immunohistochemical labeling in the reuniens nucleus to characterize its chemoarchitecture for CB, CR, PV, and GABA.
B, Circuit organization schematic linking amygdala, hippocampus, and subgenual cingulate A25 with RE. Dashed lines indicate pathways under investigation in this study.
C, Schematic shows injection sites of neural tracers in A25, amygdala, and hippocampus. D, Schematic depicts retrograde and anterograde transport from injection sites to
RE. E, Low-power photomicrograph taken using darkfield microscopy of tracer-labeled axonal terminations (yellow gold) in RE for pathway mapping and high-resolution
ultrastructural investigation. Dashed line depicts midline. F, Inset, From E, tracer-labeled axonal terminations (yellow gold) in RE (white arrowhead). G, Photomicrograph
taken using confocal microscopy shows tracer-labeled axon terminations (green) comingling with matrix CB neurons (red) in RE. E–G, Our strategy, which uses methods with
increasing resolution to study the properties of these pathways, from system to synapse. H, Photomicrograph taken using EM shows tracer-labeled axon termination (white
asterisk) in RE. aon, Anterior olfactory nucleus; amy, amygdala; C, caudal; cc, corpus callosum; D, dorsal; hipp, hippocampus; III, third ventricle; L, lateral; M, medial; R, ros-
tral; str, striatum; thal, thalamus; V, ventral.
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After a tracer propagation period of 18–20d, animals were sedated,
given a lethal dose of anesthetic (sodium pentobarbital, to effect), and
transcardially perfused (4% paraformaldehyde, 0.2% glutaraldehyde in
0.1 M PBS, pH 7.4 used for cases BB, BD, BM, BQ, BR, BS, BT, BU, BV;
4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4 used for case
AJ; 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PBS, pH 7.4 used for cases AZ, BW).
Brains were removed, photographed, cryoprotected in ascending sucrose
solutions (10–25% sucrose, 0.05% sodium azide in 0.1 M PB, pH 7.4), fro-
zen in �80°C isopentane, and sectioned on a freezing microtome (AO
Scientific Instruments/Reichert Technologies) at 40 or 50mm. We col-
lected sections systematically into matched series and placed them in
antifreeze (30% ethylene glycol, 30% glycerol, 0.05% sodium azide in
0.01 M PB, pH 7.4) for long-term storage.

Labeling procedures for brightfield, confocal, and electron micros-
copy. We processed free-floating sections with immunohistochemical
techniques after first rinsing them of cryoprotectant using PB (0.1 M, pH
7.4). Procedures through the incubation of primary antibodies are as fol-
lows, whereas procedures after primary incubation differ and are
described below. Antigen retrieval (not used for EM) was performed in
sodium citrate solution (10 mM, pH 8.5; Sigma-Aldrich) using a 70–80°C
water bath. Sections were rinsed and incubated in 0.05 M glycine (4°C,
1 h; Sigma-Aldrich) to bind free aldehydes. After rinsing, sections were
incubated in 0.3% H2O2 in 0.1 M PB (30min) to quench endogenous
peroxidases (not used for fluorescence microscopy). In cases with a bio-
tinylated dextran amine (BDA) injection not under study, we used
Avidin/Biotin blocking solution (catalog #SP-2001, Vector Laboratories;
RRID:AB_2336231) to block the biotin conjugate on the tracer (not nec-
essary for fluorescence microscopy). Sections were then rinsed and
blocked in preblocking solution, which contained 10% bovine serum al-
bumin (BSA; Sigma-Aldrich), 10% normal serum of the secondary anti-
body host animal (donkey or goat; Sigma-Aldrich), 0.2% BSA-c
(Aurion), 0.2% Triton X-100 (or brightfield and confocal microscopy;
Sigma-Aldrich) or 0.025% reduced Triton-X100 (for EM; Roche Applied
Science), and 0.1% cold-water fish gelatin (stabilization of ultrastructure
for EM; Aurion). Sections were incubated with primary antibodies
(Table 2), for 1–3 d, rinsed, then incubated in secondary antibodies
(Table 2) for 3 h–1d. For control sections, we omitted the primary anti-
bodies. Antibody incubations were enhanced by microwaving (2min at
150 W, 4°C).

For brightfield microscopy, to visualize structures of interest after
secondary antibody incubation, we rinsed sections and incubated them
in avidin-biotin complex (ABC, 1:100 in 0.1 M PB; AB-HRP, catalog
#PK-6100, Vector Laboratories; RRID: AB_2336827) and then processed
with diaminobenzidine (DAB) for 1–3min (catalog #SK-4100, Vector
Laboratories; RRID: AB_2336382). Sections were mounted on gelatin-
coated glass slides and dried. We counterstained some sections for Nissl
(thionin stain) as previously described (García-Cabezas et al., 2016).
Brightfield microscopy sections were coverslipped with Entellan (Sigma-
Aldrich). We omitted primary antibodies for control experiments and
found no evidence of immunolabeling.

For confocal microscopy (one case, BQ, hippocampus), after primary
antibody incubation, we incubated sections in secondary antibodies for
3 h. The sections were then mounted, dried overnight, and coverslipped
with ProLong Gold Antifade (catalog #36930, Invitrogen) and edges
were hardened using fast-drying clear nail polish (Sally Hansen), which
helps prevent the infiltration of air bubbles into the coverslipping
medium.

For electron microscopy, in six cases, two for each pathway (A25,
cases BR, BS; amygdala, cases BQ, BW; hippocampus, cases BQ, BU), we
performed double- or triple-labeling EM immunohistochemical proce-
dures to label the neural tracer and one or two other markers [PV, CB,
CR, or glutamate decarboxylase-67 (GAD67)]. The tracer was always
processed with DAB. For double labeling, the primary antibody for the
second marker was paired with a gold-conjugated secondary antibody.
For triple labeling, the third marker was visualized with tetramethylben-
zidine (TMB). After primary antibody incubation (Table 2), we rinsed
sections and incubated them in biotin-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit
(for the tracer DAB, Table 2), and a donkey gold-conjugated secondary
for the second marker. The sections were washed and underwent a rapid
reduced concentration post fixation (3% glutaraldehyde, 1% paraformal-
dehyde in 0.1 M PB with 2min microwave at 150 W, 4°C), followed by a
glycine wash and rinse. We then silver enhanced the gold secondary
antibodies using an enhancement conditioning solution (ECS, 1:10,
10min; Enhancement Conditioning Solution 10_500.055, catalog
#25830, Electron Microscopy Sciences), silver enhancement (90min; R-
GENT SE-EM kit, catalog #500.033, catalog #25520, Electron
Microscopy Sciences), ECS again, and 0.1 M PB rinses. Then the tissue
underwent ABC and DAB, as described above, to visualize the tracer.

Table 1. Case, injection site, tracer used, analysis performed

Case Hemisphere, sex, age Injection site used Tracer Analysis

1 AJ L 1 R, F n/a n/a Photography of Nissl-stained sections
2 AZ L 1 R, M n/a n/a Photography and plotting of CB and PV neurons
3 BB L, F, 2 y Left-Amy (BM, BL, Ant)

Right-Amy (BL, Ant, BM, Co)
BDA (3 kDA) Bouton measurement (OM, L hemisphere)

4 BD L 1 R, M, 2.5 y Left-Amy (BL, Ce, La, BM)
Right-Amy (Co, Me, BM, BL)

BDA Bouton measurement (OM, L hemisphere), plotting of CB and PV neurons (R hemisphere)

5 BM R, F, 3.5 y Amy (BL) FR (10 1 3 kDA) Axon mapping, stereologic axon termination quantification, bouton measurement (OM),
synaptic analysis (EM)

6 BQ L, F, 3.5 y Hipp (DG, CA1, ProS) Alexa488 (10 kDA) Axon mapping, stereologic axon termination quantification, bouton measurement (OM),
synaptic analysis (EM), confocal photography

BQ L A25 (anterior medial) FR (10 1 3 kDA) Bouton measurement (OM)
BQ R Amy (BM and BL) CBL, (10 1 3 kDA) Synaptic analysis (EM)

7 BR L, F, 3 y A25 (posterior medial) BDA (10 1 3 kDA) Axon mapping, stereologic axon termination quantification, bouton measurement (OM),
synaptic analysis (EM)

8 BS L, F, 3.5 y A25 (anterior medial) LY (10 kDA) Bouton measurement (OM), synaptic analysis (EM)
BS R Hipp (CA1) CBL (10 1 3 kDA) Bouton measurement (OM)

9 BT L, F, 4 y Hipp (DG, CA1, CA3) FE (10 1 3 kDA) Axon mapping, stereologic axon termination quantification, bouton measurement (OM)
BT R Amy (BL, BM) BDA (10 1 3 kDA) Axon mapping, stereologic axon termination quantification, bouton measurement (OM)

10 BU L, M, 4 y Hipp (DG, CA3, CA2, CA1) CBL (10 1 3 kDA) Synaptic analysis (EM)
BU R A25 (anterior orbital) FE (10 1 3 kDA) Axon mapping, stereologic axon termination quantification, bouton measurement (OM)

11 BV R, M, 4 y n/a n/a Photography and plotting of CR neurons, photography and plotting of GABA neurons
12 BW R, F, 5.5 y Amy (BM, BL, Co) FR (10 1 3 kDA) Synaptic analysis (EM), plotting of CR neurons, photography and plotting of GABA

neurons

Amy, Amygdala; BL, basolateral nucleus of the amygdala; BM, basomedial nucleus of the amygdala; CA, cornu ammonis; CBL, Cascade Blue; Ce, central nucleus of the amygdala; Co, cortical nucleus of the amygdala; DG, den-
tate gyrus; F, female; FE, Fluoroemerald; FR, Fluororuby; Hipp, hippocampus; kDA, kilodalton; L, left; La, lateral nucleus of the amygdala; LY, Lucifer yellow; Me, medial nucleus of the amygdala; n/a, not applicable; OM, optical
microscopy; ProS, prosubiculum; R, right; y, year.
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Sections were rinsed in 0.1 M PB, then underwent another 0.3% H2O2 to
quench remaining peroxidases, and AB blocking to block remaining
HRP-binding sites that could be bound during TMB. We then incubated
the tissue with the third secondary antibody, which had a biotin conju-
gate, to visualize TMB. After incubation, sections underwent rinses, then
TMB staining with stabilization using a DAB/cobalt chloride solution, as
previously described (Medalla et al., 2007).

After completion of immunohistochemical procedures for EM, we
performed microwave postfixation (6% glutaraldehyde, 2% paraformal-
dehyde in 0.1 M PB, 150 W, 15°C) until sample temperatures reached
30–35°C and then left the sections in the fixative to come to room tem-
perature for 30min, followed by 0.1 M PB rinses. We conducted EM
processing using either a routine protocol for transmission EM (A25,
case BS; amygdala, case BQ; hippocampus, cases BQ, BU) or a modified
protocol optimized for high throughput block-face imaging (A25, case
BR; amygdala, case BW). We have described routine and modified pro-
tocols for EM methods for ultrathin sectioning previously (Joyce et al.,
2020; Wang et al., 2021).

Chemoarchitecture mapping and confocal microscopy. In four cases,
we used immunohistochemical labeling for brightfield microscopy in a
series of sections through RE to study PV, CB, CR, or GABA labeling
(PV, CB, cases AZ, BD; CR, GABA, cases BV, BW; Table 1). Slides were
placed on a microscope coupled with a semiautomated commercial sys-
tem (Stereo Investigator; RRID:SCR_002526). We drew the boundaries
of RE using Nissl staining according to the atlas of Olszewski (1952). To
plot labeled neurons for each chemoarchitectonic marker, we used a me-
ander-scan function at 200� to exhaustively plot all labeled neurons
present in the RE for each section of the series.

In one case (hippocampus, case BQ), we processed RE for double im-
munofluorescence of the tracer and PV, CB, or CR. We imaged the tis-
sue using a laser-scanning confocal microscope (Axio Observer Z1, LSM
880, Zeiss) at 630� (ZEN Digital Imaging for Light Microscopy, Zen 2.1
package; RRID:SCR_013672). Blue fluorophores were imaged with a
Diode 405–30 laser, green fluorophores were imaged using a 488 nm ar-
gon ion laser, and far-red fluorophores were imaged with a 633nm helium
neon laser (all Zeiss). We acquired stacks of optical sections (0.31mm step
size). Stacks were deconvolved (Huygens Professional 17.10, Scientific
Volume Imaging) to minimize the effect of the point spread function.

Pathway mapping and bouton diameter measurement using bright-
field microscopy. In six cases, two from each pathway, we used immuno-
histochemical labeling for brightfield microscopy in a series of sections
through RE to map tracer-labeled axon terminations coming from the
injection sites and tracer-labeled neurons projecting to the injection sites

(A25, cases BR, BU; amygdala, cases BM, BT; hippocampus, cases BT,
BQ; Table 1). We viewed slides with a microscope coupled to a semiau-
tomated commercial system (Stereo Investigator, RRID:SCR_002526).
We drew the boundaries of RE using Nissl staining according to the atlas
of Olszewski (1952).

To plot retrogradely labeled neurons for each injection site, we used
a meander-scan function at 200� to exhaustively plot all tracer-labeled
neurons present in RE for each section of each series. To map antero-
gradely labeled axonal terminations for each injection site, we used a me-
ander-scan function at 1000� with oil immersion to exhaustively trace
all tracer-labeled axons present in RE for each section of each series.

We then used unbiased stereological methods to quantify the density
in RE of axonal terminations incoming from each injection site. We per-
formed stereology using the optical fractionator method at 1000� with
oil immersion via Stereo Investigator software, which uses systematic
random sampling at regular intervals to extrapolate the number of
markers and the volume for the region of interest (ROI; A25, cases BU,
BR: disector 50mm � 50mm, grid size 250mm � 250mm, disector height
15mm, guard zone of 2mm; amygdala, cases BT, BM, and hippocampus,
case BQ: disector 50mm � 50mm, grid size 250mm x 250mm, disector
height 20mm, guard zone 2mm; hippocampus, case BT: disector size of
50mm � 50mm, grid size 150mm � 150mm, disector height 15mm,
guard zone 2mm; Howard and Reed, 1998). These sampling rates yielded
a coefficient of error ,10%, as recommended (Gundersen, 1986). We
computed the density of terminations by dividing the estimated number
of terminations by the estimated volume of the nucleus for each case.

In 11 cases, 3–4 from each pathway, we used immunohistochemical
labeling for brightfield microscopy in a series of sections through RE to
visualize tracer-labeled axon terminations coming from the injection
sites (A25, cases BQ, BR, BS, BU; amygdala, cases BB, BD, BM, BT; hip-
pocampus, cases BQ, BS, BT; Table 1). We obtained brightfield micros-
copy z stacks with a step size of 0.5mm. We imported stacks into the
software program Synapse Web Reconstruct (RRID:SCR_002716; Fiala,
2005) or ImageJ (RRID:SCR_003070; Rasband, 1997) to measure the
major diameter of all labeled terminations from the three pathways. We
plotted the average distribution per pathway using a histogram and
expressed the mean bouton diameter per pathway6 SEM.

EM: synaptic analysis of pathways and chemoarchitecture analysis.
In six cases, two from each pathway, sections through RE were double or
triple immunolabeled for EM and used for chemoarchitectonic analysis
or pathway synaptic analysis (A25, cases BR, BS; amygdala, cases BQ,
BW; hippocampus, cases BQ, BU; Table 1). We labeled neural tracers
using DAB, which forms a dark precipitate that fills the cytoplasm of

Table 2. Antibodies used

Antibody RRID Use Dilution

Mouse anti-PV, catalog #235, Swant AB_10000343 Primary 1:2000
Goat anti-PV, catalog #214, Swant AB_10000345 Primary 1:2000
Mouse anti-CB, catalog #300, Swant AB_10000347 Primary 1:2000
Mouse anti-CR, catalog #6B3, Swant AB_10000320 Primary 1:2000
Goat anti-CR, catalog #CG1, Swant AB_10000342 Primary 1:2000
Rabbit anti-GABA, Immunostar, catalog #20095 AB_572233 Primary 1:1000
Rabbit anti-LY, catalog #A-5750, Molecular Probes AB_2536190 Primary 1:800
Rabbit anti-Alexa488, catalog #A-11094, Molecular Probes AB_221544 Primary 1:800
Rabbit anti-CBL, catalog #A-5760, Molecular Probes AB_2536192 Primary 1:800
Rabbit anti-FR, catalog #A6397, Molecular Probes AB_2536196 Primary 1:800
Rabbit anti-FE, catalog #A889, Molecular Probes AB_221561 Primary 1:800
Mouse anti-GAD67, catalog #MAB5406, Millipore AB_2278725 Primary 1:500
Biotinylated goat anti-mouse, catalog #BA-9200, Vector Laboratories AB_2336171 Secondary 1:200
Peroxidase-AffiniPure donkey anti-goat, catalog #705–035-003, The Jackson Laboratory AB_2340390 Secondary 1:200
Biotin-SP donkey anti-rabbit, catalog #711–065-152, The Jackson Laboratory AB_2340593 Secondary 1:200
AlexaFluor 647 goat anti-mouse, catalog #A-21235, Thermo Fisher AB_2535804 Secondary 1:100
AlexaFluor 488 goat anti-rabbit, catalog #A-11008, Thermo Fisher AB_143165 Secondary 1:100
AlexaFluor 405 goat anti-rabbit, catalog #A-31556, Thermo Fisher AB_221605 Secondary 1:100
Gold-conjugated donkey anti-mouse, catalog #800.322, Aurion Secondary 1:50
Gold-conjugated donkey anti-goat, catalog #800.333, Aurion Secondary 1:50

CBL, Cascade blue; FE, Fluoroemerald; FR, Fluororuby; LY, Lucifer yellow; RRID, Research Resource Identifier.
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neuronal elements containing tracer. We labeled PV, CB, CR, and GAD67
(a synthetic enzyme for GABA) using silver-enhanced gold, which forms
small quanta that sometimes cluster, or TMB, which forms black stripes
or crystalline-appearing clusters. Small cubes of tissue were placed on top
of premade LX112 resin blocks in a drop of fresh resin. These blocks were
then cured for�48 h at 60°C. For block-face imaging, cubes of tissue were
affixed to aluminum pins using conductive epoxy glue (catalog #CW2400
Chemtronics). We used an ultramicrotome (Ultracut UCT, Leica
Microsystems) to expose the surface of the tissue in the resin blocks or
pins. After exposing the tissue, pins for block imaging were painted with
conductive silver paint (catalog #16035, Ted Pella), which reduces charg-
ing artifacts in the scanning electron microscope. After the tissue was
exposed on the resin blocks for the transmission electron microscope
(TEM), we cut;50nm ultrathin sections and collected them sequentially
on pioloform-coated copper slot grids to form series of 20–200 sections.

We imaged specimens using one of two microscopes. The first was
an 80 kV TEM (100CX, JEOL) at 2000–33,000�. Boutons that had been
labeled with DAB (a uniform black substrate in the cytoplasm) were
located systematically and photographed for analysis using a digital cam-
era (DigitalMicrograph, Gatan). EM stacks were aligned manually using
the Reconstruct software.

For block-face imaging, we mounted pins into the 3View 2XP System
(Gatan) coupled to a 1.5 kV scanning electron microscope (GeminiSEM
300, Zeiss). The surface of the pin was imaged using a backscatter detector,
and then ROIs were selected based on the presence of labeled axons. ROIs
were generally 20–25mm � 20–25mm fields imaged at 6.5 nm resolution.
A built-in microtome then cut a 50nm section from the surface of the pin,
and the ROIs were imaged again. In this way, long series of 100–300 sec-
tions were imaged in sequence at each ROI. For series obtained using
block-face imaging, we used an algorithm for alignment (GMS 3.0,
Gatan). We imported EM stacks into Reconstruct.

Using Reconstruct, for stacks obtained from both TEM or the scan-
ning electron microscope, we exhaustively measured all DAB-labeled
boutons for major diameter to quantify bouton size. We also noted sev-
eral qualitative factors in the synaptic interaction, (e.g., the presence or
absence of mitochondria in a bouton).

Data analysis and statistics.We used SPSS for data analysis and statis-
tics (IBM; RRID:SCR_002865). We used ANOVA to determine whether
there were differences across pathways. If there were overall significant dif-
ferences, we used post hoc Tukey tests for pair comparisons. We adjusted
brightness, contrast, and saturation for photographs using ImageJ or Adobe
Photoshop (RRID:SCR_014199) but did not retouch images. We prepared
figures in Adobe Illustrator CC (RRID:SCR_010279).

Results
Figure 1 shows our experimental approach to study the architec-
ture of RE and to investigate how pathways link A25, the amyg-
dala, and hippocampus with RE. We used the Nissl stain to
delineate the boundaries of RE in accord with the atlas of
Olszewski (1952; Fig. 2). To study the chemoarchitecture, we
stained a series of sections through RE for the calcium-binding
proteins PV, CB, and CR or GABA (Fig. 1A).

We used neural tracers to study bidirectional pathways that
link the RE with A25, amygdala, and hippocampus, as shown in
Figure 1B–D. Using immunolabeling for the neural tracers in
RE, we mapped the anterogradely labeled axon terminations
(Fig. 1E–G) projecting from the injection sites to RE and the ret-
rogradely labeled neuronal cell bodies that project from RE to
these injection sites. We then used immunolabeling for EM to
study ultrastructural specializations of synapses formed by axo-
nal terminations in RE (Fig. 1H).

The RE contains mostly CB and CR excitatory neurons, some
PV excitatory neurons, and GABAergic neurons
To create a comprehensive portrait of the chemoarchitecture of
RE, we used immunohistochemistry to label the calcium-binding

proteins PV, CB, and CR and determined their relative distribu-
tions in the nucleus in four cases (n = 1 female). PV, CB, and CR
neurons label excitatory projection neurons in dorsal thalamus.
PV excitatory neurons form the core of the thalamocortical pro-
jection system to the middle layers of cortex, whereas CB and CR
neurons form the matrix of the thalamocortical projection sys-
tem to layers I–IIIa and VI of cortex (Jones, 1998a; Zikopoulos
and Barbas, 2007). Figure 3 shows photomicrographs of immu-
nohistochemically labeled sections through the thalamus, and
Figure 4 depicts plots of immunolabeled neurons positive for
CB, PV, and CR. Numerous CB-positive neurons (Figs. 3A–D,
4A), seem to cluster in dorsal and lateral aspects of RE, much like
in the rat (Lara-Vasquez et al., 2016; Cassel et al., 2021).

We found a sparse distribution of PV-positive neurons in
both cases (Figs. 3E–H, 4B), and in one case there appeared to be
small PV clusters more posteriorly (Fig. 4B, case BD, right). We
also noted PV-positive neuronal processes, some of which were
dendritic (Fig. 3H,Q,T). Some other PV neuronal processes may
be axons belonging to the entirely inhibitory thalamic reticular
nucleus (TRN), which contains inhibitory PV neurons that in-
nervate the nuclei of the dorsal thalamus.

Although studies in the primate thalamus have focused
mainly on PV and CB relay neurons, we previously found a small
pathway of CR thalamocortical projections from the magnocellu-
lar sector of the mediodorsal nucleus (MDmc) to the posterior
orbitofrontal cortex (Timbie and Barbas, 2015). Here, we found
evidence of many CR-positive neurons in RE using brightfield
(Figs. 3I–L, 4C), confocal (Fig. 3S), and electron microscopy (Fig.
3V). Unlike the CB neurons, which were clustered, CR neurons
seem to have a consistent distribution throughout the nucleus
(Fig. 4C).

Using double labeling of the tracers and PV, CB, or CR for
fluorescence microscopy, we found evidence that retrogradely la-
beled neurons that project to the injection sites were positive for
CB or CR (e.g., for hippocampus, Fig. 3R,S, white arrowheads).
This analysis was not exhaustive and does not rule out the possi-
bility that PV-positive neurons project to these regions as well or
that some neurons may be immunopositive for both CB and CR.
Together, our data suggest that the primate RE nucleus is a ma-
trix-dominant thalamocortical projection system with a small
core component.

We also examined the inhibitory chemoarchitecture in RE
(Fig. 3M–P). We found a moderate but consistent distribution of
GABA-ergic cell bodies in the nucleus (Fig. 4D). In one case (Fig.
4D, BV, left), GABA-ergic neurons tended to be less dense
ventrally. We also saw dendrites in RE that were labeled for
GAD-67, a synthetic enzyme for GABA (Fig. 3W); they con-
tained pleomorphic vesicles, which is typical of inhibitory den-
drites in dorsal thalamus.

Pathway tracing: Injection sites
We then studied bidirectional pathways that link RE with the
hippocampus, A25, and amygdala. Figure 5 depicts the injection
sites. In four cases (n = 3 female), we injected the hippocampus
with a bidirectional neural tracer (Fig. 5A). Table 1 lists the
hemisphere, age, sex, tracer, and hippocampal subfields for each
injection. All injections included at least part of hippocampal
CA1, as previously described for a different study (Wang et al.,
2021).

Figure 5B depicts injection sites in A25 in four cases (n = 3
female; Table 1). Three of the injections were made into medial
A25, ranging from anterior to the posterior aspects (cases BS,
BQ, BR). One injection was in anterior orbital A25 (case BU).
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These cases have been used in a previous unrelated study (Joyce and
Barbas, 2018), and one is reported here for the first time (Fig. 5C).

Figure 5D depicts injection sites in the amygdala in six cases
(n = 5 females; Table 1). Most injection sites were in the medial
aspect of the amygdala, targeting the basomedial (also known as

accessory basal) and basolateral nuclei. Most have been used in
previous unrelated studies (Ghashghaei et al., 2007; Hoistad and
Barbas, 2008; Zikopoulos and Barbas, 2012; Timbie and Barbas,
2014; Wang and Barbas, 2018), whereas two are reported for the
first time here (Fig. 5E,F).

Figure 2. Cytoarchitecture of the reuniens nucleus. A, Low-power photomicrograph of a coronal section through the rostral thalamus stained for Nissl. B, Photomicrograph of a coronal sec-
tion stained for Nissl, 1200mm posterior to A. C–I, Photomicrographs of coronal sections 800mm posterior to previous image. Dashed line indicates boundaries of RE according to Olszewski
(1952). Solid line indicates the midline. AM, Anterior medialis nucleus; Cdc, nucleus centralis densocellularis; Cif, nucleus centralis inferior; Cim, nucleus centralis intermedialis; Clc, nucleus cen-
tralis latocellularis; Cn.Md, nucleus centrum medianum; III, third ventricle; ITP, inferior thalamic peduncle; MD, medialis dorsalis nucleus; Pcn, nucleus paracentralis; Pf, nucleus parafascicularis;
TMT, mamillo-thalamic tract; VA, nucleus ventralis anterior; VAmc, nucleus ventralis anterior pars magnocellularis.
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Figure 3. Chemoarchitecture of the reuniens nucleus. A–C, Brightfield photomicrographs of coronal sections immunolabeled for CB through the ventral midline thalamic nuclei. Dashed line
denotes midline, and black arrowheads point to the RE. Right, bottom, Plane of section through thalamus (Th). D, Inset, From B, black arrows indicate darkly labeled CB neurons. E–G,
Brightfield photomicrographs of coronal sections immunolabeled for PV through the ventral midline thalamic nuclei. H, Inset, From E, black arrow indicates darkly labeled PV cell. The surround-
ing area contains PV1 labeled processes, some of which are likely axons from the TRN. I–K, Brightfield photomicrographs of coronal sections immunolabeled for CR (brown) and counter-
stained for Nissl (blue) through the ventral midline thalamic nuclei. L, Inset, From I, black arrows indicate darkly labeled CR neurons. M–O, Brightfield photomicrographs of coronal sections
immunolabeled for GABA through the ventral midline thalamic nuclei. P, Inset, From N, black arrows indicate darkly labeled GABA cells. Q, Collapsed confocal microscopy z stack (maximum
projection) shows tracer-labeled axon terminations (green; here, BQ-Alexa488 injected in hippocampus, as in R, S. comingling with PV-positive neuronal processes (red) in RE. Empty white
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Patterns of connections between hippocampus, amygdala,
and A25 with RE
To study the features of pathways from A25, amygdala, and
hippocampus to RE, we immunolabeled neural tracers for
brightfield microscopy in series of sections through RE and sys-
tematically mapped them. Figure 6 depicts the pattern of axon
terminations from A25, amygdala, and hippocampus through
RE. Figure 7 shows the pattern of retrogradely labeled neurons
through RE that project to the same injection sites. The posterior
medial A25 injection (Fig. 6A–D) showed dense terminations in
rostral RE and was sparser in caudal RE. Neurons projecting
from RE to posterior medial A25 were also concentrated in the
rostral RE (Fig. 7C), consistent with the distribution of axonal
terminations from this injection site.

The anterior orbital A25 injection (Fig. 6A,E–G) showed
sparse terminations throughout rostral RE with more dense ter-
minations in caudal aspects. This is in contrast with the distribu-
tion of tracer-labeled neurons that project back to this injection
site from RE, which were denser in the rostral parts of the nu-
cleus (Fig. 7E).

Pathways from two injection sites in amygdala terminated
with relatively consistent density throughout the rostral to caudal
extent of RE (Fig. 6H–N). Consistent with the distribution of
axonal terminations from the amygdala, neurons projecting back
to the amygdala from RE were distributed relatively consistently
through the rostral to caudal parts of RE (Fig. 7F–J).

Terminations from the hippocampus were denser in rostral
parts of RE (Fig. 6O–V), especially when the subicular com-
plex was included in the injection site (Fig. 6S–V, case BQ).
Neurons projecting back to the respective hippocampal sites
were denser in rostral and sparser toward the caudal parts of
RE (Fig. 7K–P).

Hippocampal, amygdala, and A25 axonal terminations are
comparable in size in RE
Bouton size is correlated with synaptic efficacy (Stevens, 2004;
Rollenhagen and Lubke, 2006). To investigate whether A25, hip-
pocampus, or amygdala terminations differed in size, we used
immunolabeling to convert the neural tracers for brightfield mi-
croscopy, as described above (Fig. 8A–C). We obtained z stacks
through the depth of tissue at 1000� and measured the major
diameters of axonal terminations (Fig. 8D). This analysis showed
that the mean diameter of axonal terminations from A25,

amygdala, and hippocampus was not significantly different (Fig.
8G; F(2,8) = 0.004, p = 0.996, ANOVA).

Specializations of synapses from hippocampal, amygdala,
and A25 in RE
To study how axon terminations from A25, amygdala, and hip-
pocampus form synapses in RE, we immunolabeled the neural
tracers for EM and collected serial ultrathin sections through RE.
We found that in one case, amygdalar axons were distinguished
by forming synapses from successive boutons on one axon with
the same postsynaptic structure (Fig. 9; case BQ, 4 occurrences
in n = 60 boutons).

We found a different set of ultrastructural specializations in
both cases used for the hippocampal pathway to RE in which
axon terminations formed multisynaptic complexes with excita-
tory and inhibitory dendrites in RE (Figs. 10, 11). In one case
(Fig. 10, BU), a hippocampal termination (blue) formed synapses
with four distinct postsynaptic structures, including a synapse
with an excitatory CB-positive thalamic relay dendritic shaft
(green), a thorn from the same dendrite, an inhibitory dendrite
that contained pleomorphic vesicles (pink-orange), and two
other postsynaptic structures, likely inhibitory dendrites (purple,
yellow). In another case (Fig. 11, BQ), shown here as a 3D recon-
struction from serial EM, a hippocampal termination (blue)
formed synapses with five distinct postsynaptic structures,
including the shaft and thorns of CR-positive thalamic relay den-
drite (light green) and four inhibitory dendrites (orange or pink).

Figure 12 depicts the quantitative ultrastructural results.
Bouton diameters were comparable across pathways (Fig. 12A,B;
F(2,3) = 2.367, p = 0.242, ANOVA), although they were bigger
than those measured using optical microscopy. The difference
may be because of the level of resolution of the two methods. For
example, at the optical microscopy level we look for axon vari-
cosities that are suggestive of axonal terminations, whereas when
using EM we can confirm the classification of an axonal termina-
tion by using the presence of a synapse. A second reason for the
difference may be the smaller sample sizes that are an unavoid-
able limitation for analysis at the level of EM.

The tendency to form synapses on thorns, the cytoplasmic
extensions on excitatory thalamic relay dendrites, was somewhat
higher for the amygdalar pathway, but the differences were not
significant across the three pathways (Fig. 12C; F(2,3) = 0.962, p =
0.476, ANOVA). Axon terminations from the amygdalar
pathway were significantly more likely to contain mito-
chondria (Fig. 12D; F(2,3) = 66.106, p = 0.003, ANOVA; post
hoc Tukey’s test, amygdala and hippocampus, p = 0.003;
amygdala and A25, p = 0.008). Axon terminations from the
hippocampus tended to be more likely to form perforated
synapses or be multisynaptic, although these differences
were not significant across pathways (Fig. 12E,F; multisy-
naptic, F(2,3) = 2.313, p = 0.247, ANOVA; perforated synap-
ses, F(2,3) = 2.122, p = 0.267, ANOVA).

Discussion
Several RE features seen in rats and mice are conserved in the
rhesus macaque, including connections with hippocampus and
mPFC. As in rats (Varela et al., 2014), hippocampal connections
in RE are denser rostrally. Further, the primate RE is mostly
populated with CB and CR projection neurons as in rats
(Dolleman-van der Weel et al., 2019).

Our findings also reveal macaque specializations in RE neuro-
chemical composition, connections, and synaptic interactions.

/

arrowhead indicates a retrogradely labeled neuron. Scale bar applies to R, S. R, Collapsed z
stack shows tracer-labeled axon terminations from hippocampus (green) comingling with
CB-positive neurons and processes (red) in RE. White arrowhead indicates a CB-positive retro-
gradely labeled neuron (small green-yellow granules indicate neural tracer colabeling).
White arrow indicates darkly labeled CB neuron. S, Collapsed z stack shows tracer-labeled
axon terminations from hippocampus (green) comingling with CR-positive neurons and proc-
esses (red) in the RE. White arrowhead indicates a CR-positive retrogradely labeled neuron.
White arrow indicates darkly labeled CR neuron. T, Electron photomicrograph of a PV-positive
dendrite in RE immunolabeled with TMB (black stripe, black arrow). An unlabeled axon ter-
minal forms an asymmetric (excitatory) synapse along the lower right aspect of the dendrite.
Scale bar applies to U-W. U, Electron photomicrograph of a CB-positive dendrite in RE immu-
nolabeled with gold (round black clusters, black arrow). An unlabeled axon terminal forms a
perforated asymmetric (excitatory) synapse along the lower aspect of the dendrite. V,
Electron photomicrograph of a CR-positive dendrite in RE immunolabeled with TMB (black
smears, black arrows). An unlabeled axon terminal forms an asymmetric (excitatory) synapse
along the lower left aspect of the dendrite W, Electron photomicrograph of a GAD67-positive
dendrite in RE immunolabeled with gold (round black clusters, black arrow). C, Caudal; D,
dorsal; Hipp, hippocampus; III, third ventricle; R, rostral; Th, thalamus; V, ventral.
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First, we found that the amygdala projects robustly throughout
the rostro-caudal extent of RE, unlike the sparse projections in
rodents (Herkenham, 1978; McKenna and Vertes, 2004; Vertes
et al., 2006). Second, we found a consistent scatter of PV neurons

in RE, which are not found in rats or mice (Cassel et al.,
2021). Third, we found GABAergic neurons in RE, not seen
in rodents (Ferraris et al., 2021). Fourth, these inhibitory
neurons in RE entered into multisynaptic complexes

Figure 4. Maps of the PV, CB, CR, and GABA neurons in reuniens nucleus. Coronal sections through RE are depicted from rostral (dark gray) to caudal (light gray). A, CB neurons in RE in
two cases (left, AZ; right, BD). Compass and scale apply in A–D. B, PV neurons RE in two cases (left, AZ; right, BD). C, CR neurons in RE in two cases (left, BV; right, BW). D, GABA neurons in
RE in two cases (left, BV; right, BW). E, Planes of cut for plots in A–D. C, Caudal; D, dorsal; III, third ventricle; L, lateral; M, medial; R, rostral; V, ventral.
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Figure 5. Injection sites in hippocampus, A25, and amygdala. A, Injection sites in two planes through the hippocampus. B, Injection sites in normalized A25 space. Top, Medial surface of
the rhesus monkey brain. Bottom, Orbital surface. C, Fluorescent photomicrographs of two coronal sections through A25 depict the extent of the injection site in medial A25. Dashed line delin-
eates the boundary with the white matter. White arrow indicates injection site. D, Injection sites in normalized amygdala space. E–F, Brightfield photographs of wet-mounted coronal sections
through the amygdala depict injection sites (black arrows). AAA, Anterior amygdaloid area; ACo, anterior cortical nucleus of amygdala; All, Allocortex; AON, anterior olfactory nucleus; BL, baso-
lateral nucleus of the amygdala; BM, basomedial nucleus of the amygdala; C, caudal; CA, cornu ammonis; CBL, Cascade Blue; cc, corpus callosum; cd, caudate; Ce, central nucleus of the amyg-
dala; cg, cingulate sulcus; Co, cortical nucleus of the amygdala; D, dorsal; DG, dentate gyrus; FE, Fluoroemerald; FR, Fluororuby; IM, intercalated masses of the amygdala; L, lateral; La, lateral
nucleus of the amygdala; lo, lateral orbital sulcus; LOT, lateral olfactory tract; LY, Lucifer yellow; M, medial; Me, medial nucleus of the amygdala; mo, medial orbital sulcus; MPAll, medial
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specifically with hippocampal terminals and local projec-
tion neurons as elaborated below.

Common and specialized connections of RE in primates and
rodents
There is evidence that the rodent hippocampus provides signals
about the contextual significance of memories to mPFC for cog-
nitive operations (Mathiasen et al., 2020). In the absence of a
direct pathway from mPFC to hippocampus, prefrontal signals
must be conveyed to hippocampus through a third area, such as
the entorhinal cortex or RE, both of which have bidirectional
connections with the hippocampus and mPFC (Barbas, 2000a;
Varela et al., 2014). This tripartite system involving RE has been
associated with memory, ranging from acquisition to extinction
(Troyner and Bertoglio, 2021), and for sequential events
(Jayachandran et al., 2019). In addition, RE mediates hippocam-
pus–mPFC synchronization during slow-wave sleep, promoting
information transfer and memory consolidation (Roy et al.,
2017; Hauer et al., 2019).

Connections from hippocampus likely transmit contextual
information to RE needed to flexibly gauge behavioral responses
in a changing environment, such as learning to avoid stimuli that
signal danger and extinguish fear responses when the stimuli no
longer signify danger (Ramanathan et al., 2018a). The centrality
of RE for contextual significance of memories is exemplified by
the consequences after its destruction, leading to degraded mne-
monic specificity and overgeneralization (Xu and Sudhof, 2013;
Ramanathan et al., 2018b; Ramanathan and Maren, 2019; Linley
et al., 2021; Silva et al., 2021; Troyner and Bertoglio, 2021).

Yet, behavioral paradigms that elicit fear also implicate struc-
tures associated with emotion, like the amygdala and mPFC.
However, connections between RE and amygdala in rats and
mice are sparse or moderate (Herkenham, 1978; McKenna and
Vertes, 2004; Hoover and Vertes, 2007; Scheel et al., 2020) and
more compartmentalized to medial and cortical nuclei, which
have endocrine and reproductive functions (De Olmos, 1990). In
contrast, connections between RE and amygdala in rhesus mon-
keys were robust, with amygdala terminations distributed more
extensively within RE than the hippocampal or A25 pathways.
Ubiquitous amygdalar projections to RE from basolateral and
basomedial nuclei, which are also strongly connected with mPFC
and orbitofrontal cortex (Ghashghaei et al., 2007), may have
multiple roles. During relatively safe situations, the amygdala
may provide ongoing information to RE about affective signifi-
cance (John et al., 2016). Along with internal state information
from A25 and contextual information from hippocampus, both
of which are also innervated by the amygdala, the convergent cir-
cuitry may allow integration for flexible adjustment of strategy as
behavioral contingencies change (Dolleman-van der Weel et al.,
2019).

Beyond their expansive terminations in RE, amygdalar bou-
tons were more likely to contain mitochondria than the other
pathways, suggesting high activity (Devine and Kittler, 2018). In
addition, amygdalar terminals from the same axon formed syn-
apses on the same postsynaptic sites in RE, suggesting high effi-
ciency for activating postsynaptic sites, presumably needed when

survival is at stake (John et al., 2016). An outsized input weight
may ensure that important signals are faithfully received. This
pattern is reminiscent of the robust amygdalar pathway to hippo-
campal CA3 (Wang and Barbas, 2018), which influences the in-
ternal processing of hippocampus. The primate amygdala also
innervates hippocampal CA1, which is also the target of a path-
way from RE along with the subiculum (Wouterlood et al., 1990;
Vertes et al., 2006). CA1 receives projections from CA3 and proj-
ects out of the hippocampus. These findings demonstrate that
the amygdala can influence the internal circuitry as well as the
output of the hippocampus.

In the hippocampal–RE system, the primary cortical target in
mPFC may be A25, which receives the bulk of hippocampal pro-
jections (Wang et al., 2021) and also has strong bidirectional
connections with the amygdala (Ghashghaei et al., 2007). A25
may impart mood- or goal-related information to RE using con-
vergent contextual signals from the hippocampus and signals
pertaining to affective relevance from the amygdala, contributing
to greater cognitive flexibility and emotional range seen in
primates.

Inhibitory neurons in RE and the dual thalamocortical
system
Inhibitory GABAergic neurons in the macaque RE reflect
another specialization not found in rats or mice (Ferraris et al.,
2021) but seen also in some other species, for example, cats
(Jones, 2009). Significantly, some hippocampal terminations
formed synaptic complexes with excitatory and inhibitory den-
drites in RE, akin to triads formed by retinal afferents with local
excitatory and inhibitory dendrites in the lateral geniculate nu-
cleus (LGN), as in other sensory thalamic nuclei (Famiglietti and
Peters, 1972; Jones, 1985). We found this specialized synaptic
interaction between some hippocampal boutons and inhibitory
neurons in RE but not for the amygdala or A25 pathways.
Recently, we found that large amygdalar terminals uniquely form
complex synaptic triads in thalamic MDmc nucleus but not in
midline thalamic nuclei that also receive strong amygdalar path-
ways (Timbie et al., 2020). Specific structures thus seem matched
with specific thalamic nuclei for privileged triadic communica-
tion, aligning the hippocampus with RE and the amygdala with
MDmc (Timbie et al., 2020). This evidence suggests that synaptic
triads may be a common feature across the macaque thalamus, a
principle we can now extend to high-order thalamic nuclei,
which were thought to be distinct (Sherman, 2012).

In triads, thalamic projection neurons receive monosynaptic
excitation from an afferent pathway and disynaptic inhibition
through the dendrites of local interneurons. The triadic architec-
ture enriches the firing dynamics of projection neurons, includ-
ing bursting activity, a thalamic mode that increases the gain
(Kim and McCormick, 1998; Sherman, 2004) and facilitates
transmission to cortex (Alitto et al., 2019). In both the amygdalar
pathway to MDmc and the hippocampal to RE, multisynaptic
complexes were more elaborate than the triads seen by retinal
pathways in LGN, suggesting even more intricate neuronal dy-
namics that require future study.

Much like rats and mice, the primate RE is a predominantly
matrix nucleus. In primates, matrix CB thalamocortical projec-
tions terminate in the superficial layers with a large horizontal
reach. In contrast, core PV thalamocortical projections terminate
focally in the middle cortical layers (Jones, 1998b, 2001;
Zikopoulos and Barbas, 2007). The scattered PV neurons in the
primate RE may represent a small core thalamocortical system.
Both PV and CB thalamic neurons receive substantial cortical

/

periallocortex; OPAll, orbital periallocortex; OPro, orbital proisocortex; OPT, optic tract; P, pos-
terior; PLBL, paralaminar basolateral nucleus of the amygdala; ProS, prosubiculum; PreS, pre-
subiculum; R, rostral; Sub, subiculum; uCA, uncal cornu ammonis; V, ventral; VCo, ventral
cortical nucleus of the amygdala.
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Figure 6. Axonal terminations in reuniens from A25, amygdala, and hippocampus. A, Normalized A25 space depicts location of injection sites (black) used to map axonal terminations. Case
BR features a posterior medial injection site; case BU features an anterior orbital injection site. Dashed lines depict areal boundaries. B, Medial surface (case BR). Lines depict planes of cut for
sections seen in C. C, Individual axons traced in RE depict the termination pattern (case BR) from rostral levels (left, dark gray) to caudal levels (light gray). D, Stereologic density of axonal ter-
minations from rostral (left) to caudal (right) RE sections (case BR). E–G, Organization as above, but for case BU in A25. H, Normalized amygdala space depicts location of injection sites (black)
used to map axonal terminations. One case (BT) featured an injection in the basomedial (also known as accessory basal) and ventral medial sector of the basolateral nucleus. The other case
(BM) featured an injection in the ventral medial sector of the basolateral nucleus. I–K, Organization as above, but for case BT in amygdala. L–N, As above, but for case BM in amygdala. O,
Injection site (black) in the hippocampus (case BT) used to map axonal terminations after tracer injection in CA3, DG, and CA1. P–R, As above, but for case BT in hippocampus. S, Injection site
(black) in the hippocampus (case BQ) used to map axonal terminations after tracer injection in CA1, DG, prosubiculum, and subiculum. T–V, As above, but for case BQ in hippocampus. AON,
Anterior olfactory nucleus; BL, basolateral nucleus of amygdala; BM, basomedial nucleus of the amygdala; C, caudal; CA, cornu ammonis; Ce, central nucleus of the amygdala; cg, cingulate sul-
cus; Co, cortical nucleus of the amygdala; D, dorsal; DG, dentate gyrus; Ent, entorhinal cortex; III, third ventricle; IM, intercalated masses of the amygdala; L, lateral; La, lateral nucleus of the
amygdala; lo, lateral orbital sulcus; M, medial; Me, medial nucleus of amygdala; mo, medial orbital sulcus; MPAll, medial periallocortex; OPAll, orbital periallocortex (agranular); OPro, orbital
proisocortex (dysgranular); OPT, optic tract; PLBL, paralaminar basolateral nucleus of the amygdala; ProS, prosubiculum; R, rostral; Sub, subiculum; V, ventral.
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Figure 7. Maps of projection neurons in reuniens nucleus directed to A25, amygdala, and hippocampus. A, Normalized A25 space depicts location of injection sites (black) in A25 that were
used to map retrogradely labeled neurons in RE. BR featured a posterior medial injection site, whereas BU featured an anterior orbital injection site. Dashed lines depict areal boundaries. B,
Medial surface (case BR) with lines depicting planes of cut for sections sampled in C. C, Retrogradely labeled neurons in RE directed to medial A25 shown from rostral (left, dark gray) to caudal
(right, light gray) levels (case BR). D–E, Organization as above, but for tracer injection in orbital A25 (case BU). F, Normalized amygdala space depicts location of injection sites (black) used to
map retrogradely labeled neurons. One case (BT) featured an injection in the basomedial and ventral medial sector of the basolateral nucleus. The other case (BM) featured an injection in the
ventral medial sector of the basolateral nucleus. G–H, As above, but for case BT. I–J, As above, but for another amygdalar case (case BM). K, Injection site (black) in the hippocampus of case
BT used to map retrogradely labeled neurons after tracer injection in CA3, DG, and CA1. L–M, As above, but for hippocampal case BQ. N, Injection site (black, case BQ) in used to map retro-
gradely labeled neurons in RE directed to hippocampus after tracer injection in CA1, DG, prosubiculum, and subiculum. O–P, As above, but for case BQ with hippocampal injection as shown in
N. AON, Anterior olfactory nucleus; BL, basolateral nucleus of the amygdala; BM, basomedial nucleus of the amygdala; C, caudal; CA, cornu ammonis; Ce, central nucleus of the amygdala; cg,
cingulate sulcus; Co, cortical nucleus of the amygdala; D, dorsal; DG, dentate gyrus; Ent, entorhinal cortex; III, third ventricle; IM, intercalated masses of the amygdala; L, lateral; La, lateral nu-
cleus of the amygdala; lo, lateral orbital sulcus; M, medial; Me, medial nucleus of the amygdala; mo, medial orbital sulcus; MPAll, medial periallocortex; OPAll, orbital periallocortex; OPro, or-
bital proisocortex; OPT, optic tract; PLBL, paralaminar basolateral nucleus of the amygdala; ProS, prosubiculum; PreS, presubiculum; R, rostral; Sub, subiculum; V, ventral.
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Figure 8. Bouton Diameters. A, Darkfield photomicrograph of RE depicts axonal terminations (white arrows) from A25 (case BR, BDA tracer). Compass applies also to B, C. B, Darkfield photo-
micrograph of RE depicts axonal terminations (white arrows) from hippocampus (case BQ using Alexa488). C, Darkfield photomicrograph of RE (white arrowhead, case BM, FR tracer) depicts
axonal terminations (white arrows) from amygdala. D, Brightfield photomicrograph of axonal terminations from A25 in RE (case BR, BDA tracer). E, Inset, From D. Axonal terminations in focus
are circled to obtain their major diameter. F, Histogram depicting distribution of mean bouton diameter per pathway. G, Mean bouton diameter per pathway, color coded according to legend
in F. Open black circles indicate individual cases used for each pathway (A25, top to bottom: BR–BDA, n= 4870 boutons; BS–LY, n = 2271; BU–FE, n = 1969; BQ–FR, n = 1658; Amy, top to
bottom: BD–BDA, n = 2029 boutons; BB–BDA, n = 1046; BM–FR, n = 2968; BT–CBL, n = 1341; Hipp, top to bottom: BS–CBL, n = 436; BT–FE, n = 1066; BQ–A488, n = 2507). Amy,
Amygdala; BDA, biotinylated dextran amine; CBL, Cascade Blue; D, dorsal; FE, Fluoroemerald; FR, Fluororuby; Hipp, hippocampus; III, third ventricle; L, lateral; LY, Lucifer yellow; M, medial; N.
S., not significant; V, ventral.
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inputs. In contrast, subcortical inputs to the PV core system orig-
inate in highly specific sensory and motor pathways, whereas
inputs to the CB matrix system originate from widespread sub-
cortical sources (Jones, 2009).

n intriguing aspect of matrix and core (excitatory) thalamocorti-
cal projections is their termination in cortical microenvironments

dominated by inhibitory neurons labeled by the same calcium-
binding proteins. For example, CB matrix thalamocortical neu-
rons terminate mostly in superficial layers I–IIIa, where cortical
CB inhibitory neurons are densest. Conversely, PV core thala-
mocortical neurons terminate in the middle layers (deep III to
upper V), where cortical PV inhibitory neurons are densest.

Figure 9. Ultrastructural analysis of amygdalar axon in the nucleus reuniens. Photomicrographs from serial EM depict ultrathin (50 nm) sections through the RE (case BQ, CBL tracer).
Together they depict an amygdalar axon forming distinct terminations on a thorn and shaft of the same dendrite in RE. A–D, One termination (dark blue) from the amygdalar axon forms an
asymmetric synapse (white arrows) on a thorn of an RE dendrite (green). E–L, A distinct termination from the same amygdalar axon (lighter blue) forms an asymmetric synapse (white arrows)
on the shaft of the RE dendrite (green). Amy, Amygdala; CBL, Cascade Blue
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Figure 10. Ultrastructural analysis of multisynaptic hippocampal axon in the nucleus reuniens. Photomicrographs from serial EM depict ultrathin (50 nm) sections through
RE (case BU, CBL tracer). Together they depict a hippocampal axon forming a multisynaptic complex with multiple dendrites in RE. A–G, The hippocampal termination (blue)
forms an asymmetric synapse (white arrow) with an inhibitory dendrite (pink), which contains pleomorphic vesicles (double-headed arrows in A), presumed to emerge from
a local inhibitory neuron. H–J, The hippocampal termination forms asymmetric synapses (white arrows) with two new inhibitory dendrites (purple, yellow). K–R, The hippo-
campal termination forms a perforated asymmetric synapse (white arrows) with the shaft of an excitatory dendrite (green) positive for CB (labeled with gold, which forms
black clusters, asterisks). S–Y, The hippocampal termination forms an asymmetric synapse (white arrows) with a thorn (green) from the CB-positive excitatory dendrite. CBL,
Cascade Blue; Hipp, hippocampus.
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Thalamic CR neurons, which are present in humans (Fortin et
al., 1998; Munkle et al., 1999), have received scant study in non-
human primates, with the exception of a small pathway from
CR neurons in MDmc that projects to orbitofrontal cortex in
rhesus monkeys (Timbie and Barbas, 2015). CR thalamocortical
termination zones remain to be mapped in primates (Phillips et

al., 2021), but their participation in matrix-dominant thalamic
regions suggest a termination pattern in superficial layers,
where numerous CR inhibitory neurons reside. In rats, RE
axons terminate in the hippocampal stratum lacunosum-
moleculare (Wouterlood et al., 1990; Vertes et al., 2006), where
CR neurons predominate in primates (Wang and Barbas,

Figure 11. Three dimensional reconstruction of multisynaptic hippocampal termination in the nucleus reuniens. Three dimensional reconstruction from serial EM (case BQ, Alexa488 tracer).
A hippocampal axon termination (blue) forms five distinct synapses with the shaft and thorns of a CR excitatory thalamic relay dendrite (CR1 ED, light green). The axon termination also forms
four synapses with shafts of inhibitory dendrites (ID, orange or pink). One of these inhibitory dendrites also forms a synapse with the CR1 excitatory thalamic relay dendrite. A, Asymmetric
(excitatory, shades of green) synapses formed by hippocampal axon termination with thorns or shaft of CR1 ED or with IDs. Also shown is a symmetric (inhibitory) synapse (darker red)
between one of the IDs and the CR1 ED. Scale box, 1 mm3 B, Same scenes with the addition of the hippocampal axon termination (blue). C, Same scenes with the addition of the CR1 ED
(light green). D, Same scenes with the addition of two IDs (light pink and orange). E, Same scenes with the addition of the remaining two IDs (darker pinks). Grey scale box, 1 mm3. CBL,
Cascade Blue; CR, calretinin; ED, excitatory relay dendrite; Hipp, hippocampus; ID, inhibitory dendrite.
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2018), a pattern akin to matrix thalamocortical projections to
cortical layer I.

The calcium-binding proteins, which are expressed through-
out the neuron, exquisitely control intracellular calcium homeostasis

(Schwaller, 2010), and calcium is instrumental to dendritic activity
and neuronal firing (Berridge, 1998; Arnsten et al., 2010; Larkum,
2013a; Arnsten et al., 2021). Alignment of cellwide calcium regula-
tory factors may facilitate entrainment between thalamocortical

Figure 12. Quantitative ultrastructural features of pathways from hippocampus, A25, and amygdala to the nucleus reuniens. A, Histogram depicts distribution of major diameter for hippo-
campus (case BQ, Alexa488), and mean distribution for A25 (BR, BDA tracer; BS, LY tracer) and amygdala (BW, FR tracer; BQ, CBL tracer) axonal terminations in RE from serial EM. B, Major di-
ameter by pathway as measured in photomicrographs from serial EM using color legend from A. Open circles indicate individual case values (A25 top, BR, BDA tracer, n = 47 boutons; A25
bottom, BS, LY tracer, n = 51; Amy top, BW, FR tracer, n = 32; Amy bottom, BQ, CBL tracer, n = 60; Hipp top, BU, CBL tracer, n = 7; Hipp bottom, BQ, Alexa488 tracer, n = 58 with histogram
in A). C, Percentage of synapses formed from A25, amygdala, and hippocampus terminations on dendritic thorns or shafts of postsynaptic targets in RE. Open circles indicate individual case val-
ues (A25 top, BR, BDA tracer, n = 57 synapses; A25 bottom, BS, LY tracer, n = 52; Amy top, BW, FR tracer, n = 35; Amy bottom, BQ, CBL tracer, n = 64; Hipp top, BU, CBL tracer, n = 12;
Hipp bottom, BQ, Alexa488 tracer, n = 66). D, Percentage of boutons that contained mitochondria per pathway. Open circles indicate individual case values (A25 top, BR, BDA tracer, n = 55
boutons; A25 bottom, BS, LY tracer, n = 55; Amy top, BQ, CBL tracer, n = 35; Amy bottom, BW, FR tracer, n = 65; Hipp top, BU, CBL tracer, n = 9; Hipp bottom, BQ, Alexa488 tracer, n = 59).
E, Percenaget of synapses formed by tracer-labeled axonal terminations per pathway in RE that were perforated. Open circles indicate individual case values (A25 top, BR, BDA tracer, n = 58
synapses; A25 bottom, BS, LY tracer, n = 58; Amy top, BQ, CBL tracer, n = 64; Amy bottom, BW, FR tracer, n = 35; Hipp top, BU, CBL tracer, n = 12; Hipp bottom, BQ, Alexa488 tracer, n =
66). F, Percentage of tracer-labeled boutons per pathway that formed multiple synapses. Open circles indicate individual case values (A25, BR, BDA tracer, n = 53 synapses; BS, LY tracer, n =
51; Amy, BQ, CBL tracer, n = 45; BW, FR tracer, n = 29; Hipp top, BU, CBL tracer, n = 9; Hipp bottom, BQ, Alexa488 tracer, n = 59). Amy, Amygdala; CBL, Cascade Blue; FR, Fluororuby; hipp,
hippocampus; LY, Lucifer yellow.
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projections and cortical inhibitory neurons to generate synchrony
(Llinás et al., 1998; Hu and Agmon, 2016; Yu et al., 2019).

The predominance of matrix neurons in RE suggests mostly
top-down interactions that impinge heavily on cortical layer
I, like corticocortical feedback pathways. Layer I receives
axons from long-range connections, apical dendrites from
neurons below, and contains cell bodies of CR inhibitory
neurons. The wide zones of feedback terminations from
matrix-dominant thalamic nuclei may contribute to global
integration and binding processes (Llinás et al., 1998; Jones,
2009; Larkum, 2013b; Redinbaugh et al., 2020). Specialized
synaptic interactions between hippocampus and RE may
lend context and temporality to these global integration
processes, whereas connections between A25 and the amyg-
dala with RE may contribute emotional valuation.

In conclusion, the primate RE has access to associative
processes from mnemonic, cognitive, and emotional sys-
tems through bidirectional connections with hippocampus,
A25, and the amygdala. Among these pathways, at least
some hippocampal axons enter into synaptic triads with in-
hibitory neurons and local projection neurons in RE,
whereas the amygdala has strong and widespread projec-
tions. The scatter of PV neurons suggests a small RE core
system, whereas its bulk makeup of matrix projection neu-
rons suggests a predominant upper-layer projection to
mPFC. The similarities between the rodent and primate RE
suggest common evolutionary advantages for adaptive
behavior to seek rewards and avoid danger. The specializa-
tions in primates, however, may help explain the difficulty
of translating complex conditions, such as mood disorders,
and therapies from rodents to humans. These specialized
features position the primate RE with its rich connections
as a conduit for signal binding, conscious experience, and
disorders thereof (Llinás et al., 1998; Van der Werf et al.,
2002; Hannawi et al., 2015; Viena et al., 2021b).
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